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Geospatial week 2019 in Enschede, was such a delightful experience. 

Firstly, Enschede and ITC have been the places where I grew up as research 

human being due to my MSc studies almost 6 years ago in the department 

of Applied Earth Sciences. The chance to meet and interact with people 

who have been professors and helped me to reach my career till now and 

they have been continuous motivation for me is more than an unexpected 

experience.  

During the GSW week and inside the conference halls, I met some 

amazing people who are truly passionate on their field while the close 

interaction with them transmitted knowledge power to me in order to 

think deeper and consistent for my academic research and my PhD topic. 

ISPRS conferences are a great way to meet new people in your field, 

forge new personal and professional relationships with multicultural 

people, grow your professional skills but also extend your academic 

network. If I look back, to meet people that truly motivate you is always 

a positive point in the interactions during conferences. During the GSW 

conference, I acquired new information and new research perspectives 

concerning my field of research.  

I would like to deeply thank all the people in ISPRS and Enschede 

organization committee. ISPRS support is not something I could take 

lightly and is very much appreciated for my further career. Without 

your involvement and generosity, I would not be able to aim high and 

reach my research potential. Thank you again for your generous 

funding support. ISPRS GSW and in specific UAV-g have been an 

unlimited positive experience to enrich my knowledge in the 

Geoinformation field and have fruitful discussions with experts and 

end-users that I will import in my research focus.  

 

 

 
 

“To meet people that motivate you is always a positive point in 

the interactions during conferences” 


